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Develop diverse, resilient forests 

that can adapt or reorganize themselves 

in the face of climate change 

while maintaining their basic functions 

and ecological services

The Challenge

Milad et al. 2012, 
Folke et al. 2004 

Jonathan Franzen 2019



Resilience-building management

Management interventions should

 be robust and flexible

 independant from a certain climate scenario

 responsive to new information

 promote diversity at different scales:

 maintain and enhance biodiversity

 promote diversity in action

 be frequentely evaluated and adapted (adpative

management)



BfN-Position Paper 
„Forests in Climate Change“

 How to manage large areas with dead 
trees and reforest open spaces?

 Which trees to choose?

 Forest conversion

 How to improve the functionality and 
integrity of forests?

www.bfn.de/ueber-das-bfn/positionspapiere.html 

 natural reforestation and adaptation processes

 alien tree species



Limit Fellings and Clear-ups

Beudert et al. 2014
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 leave as much deadwood on the area as 
possible, retaining biological legacies

 give priority to natural regeneration and 
adaptation processes

 minimize soil compaction, degradation, 
runoff and erosion

 adapt game densities
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Cultivation of alien tree species only if

 important ecological services could otherwise not be maintained

 their cultivation is based on a thorough ecological risk 
assessment and long-term ecological monitoring

 measures for prevention, early detection and response are in 
place to minimize negative effects of alien tree species becoming 
invasive

 the nature conservation goals at a specific site are not affected

 no introduction of non-native tree species into protected areas
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Conclusion

 Climate change challenges deterministic concepts that assume 
linearity and predictability.

 Forestry should broaden its mainly use-oriented perspective and 
combine it with the knowledge and expertise available from 
conservation and ecology. 

 Forestry strategies that ignore the importance of complexity, 
diversity and heterogeneity for the functionality and integrity of 
forests will neither contribute to the adaptation of our forests to a 
changing climate nor to climate change mitigation. 
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